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You've seen Lauren Conrad on TV and red carpets, looking fabulous whether she's going casual for
a day with friends or dressed for a night out. Now Lauren reveals how you can adapt her classic,
understated style for yourself.In this bestselling style guide, Lauren offers tips on how to create your
own unique look, shares her favorite sources of inspiration, and identifies the absolute must-haves
for any fashionista's wardrobe. Along the way, she examines her fashion evolution, from
California-casual teen to camera-ready style icon and clothing designer.From beauty advice and
hair secrets to how to shop vintage or find the perfect T-shirt, Lauren Conrad Style unlocks the
mysteries of being effortlessly chic. With Lauren's guidance, you'll look and feel stylish every day.
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I've been a fan of Lauren Conrad ever since her Laguna Beach and The Hills days and have always
loved her chic style. I considered purchasing this book years ago when it first came out but didn't
because I had my own style and was fine with it. Now, oddly enough, I'm in my mid-thirties and a
mother of twin toddlers and I realize I am not part of the target audience for this book. However,
lately I've become more interested in learning more makeup and style tips because it's fun!Lauren
Conrad Style is a well-written style guide that contains many aspects dealing with fashion. This book
is divided into three parts: Fashion, Beauty, and Lifestyle. Within each part are chapters devoted to
different categories within those topics, such as "Building Your Wardrobe" and "Accessories" in
Fashion, "Makeup" and "Hair" in Beauty, and "Work and School" and "Events and Parties" in
Lifestyle. There is information in this book that tells you how to use the same clothes and make it

into various outfits using different accessories, dressing for your body type, and how to do your hair
and makeup. Personally, I enjoyed the sections on makeup and hair the most since I am looking for
fun tips so I can have fun doing my hair and makeup (when I actually have the energy for this since
my twins keep me pretty busy). There are a lot of expensive labels and stores mentioned, which
may not be possible for some readers to buy and shop at, but it's nice to see pictures of Lauren
Conrad in her stylish clothes so you can go to a store of your choosing and find something
similar.Overall, I like this book and have learned several things from it. One thing to note is that
Lauren Conrad also has a book called Lauren Conrad Beauty, which I have as well.
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